Abstract. Port development has benefited from the development of international trade and shipping. The pattern of international trade and the change of shipping also affect the adjustment of port layout. Nowadays, regional economic integration as new trade pattern which promote port constantly improve on the function and operation. The development of the large scale of the ship, to some extent, restricted the growth of the number of service loops. But on the other hand, service quality improving is required. Therefore, the port and its economic circle cooperation is the best way to fit new trade pattern. This paper is to research on cooperative mechanism among APSN for Ningbo port.
Introduction
This article aims at establishing long-term cooperative mechanisms, which is the key and difficult point of strengthening regional port cooperation to improve the international competitiveness of Ningbo port at government level and non-governmental level. Especially, market convergence and communication mechanisms would be set up among the government, industry association and enterprise, which focus on strengthening the communication between the local government industrial policy, eliminating the barriers to entry and discriminatory policies, and promoting the further opening of the ports and dockings. At last, the ports in APSN (APEC Port Service Network) could achieve dislocation development, cooperation and win-win. This article would be finished with some concluding remarks.
Premise
This section provides an overview of the importance of improving international competition for Ningbo port, the cooperative demands of ports within ASPN, the relationships between cooperation planning and long-term cooperative mechanism.
The rapid development of Ningbo Port benefited from its unique natural conditions with a hinterland of the economically developed. But it is lack of integrated service system. And the level of development of port can not make the balance of resource in the shore. The competitions from other ports always exist, such as Shanghai port. Also there are too many ports in the Asia and Pacific regions. APSN is a good chance for Ningbo port to cooperate with the members to improve its international competitiveness.
According to APSN research, the GDP growth in developed economies has recovered to over 2 %, and the GDP growth of emerging markets and developing economies has weakened to around 5%. The proportion of emerging markets and developing economies is increasing in world output. The figure also showed strong demand growth will not continue while global trade show a steady growth trend. By using Liner Shipping Bilateral Connectivity Index (LSBCI) to reflect specifically the liner shipping connectivity between pairs of countries which shows 67% of the countries moved up in terms of LSBCI performance. A deeper analysis shows that the top 50 LSBCIs are found on connections between maximum 15 countries and that the top 250 LSBCIs are found on connections between maximum 40 countries. These findings mean ports cooperation and partnerships would be established in APEC region, and ports and relative industry need policy to 2nd International Conference on Humanities and Social Science Research (ICHSSR 2016) incent.
As ASPN stated, the mission of ASPN is to promote the development of APEC port industry by fostering a more cohesive and cooperative partnership among APEC port and port-related industries. This basic mission needs to encourage the members build the capacity and share information. Also, the members among ASPN need to understand each other. APSN provides a platform for APSN members to conduct economic and technical cooperation, exchange management expertise and experience, carry out personnel training, enhance technology transfer and promote trade and investment.
Implementation Guarantee
As infrastructure investment, international cooperation and partnerships and policy incentives are three main factors which affect the implementation of cooperation, this section would like to describe the three implementation guarantees begin with common challenges. Common Challenges. Firstly, Most of APEC members have common features that they need connectivity. Not only the physical connectivity, but also institutional and people-to-people. Secondly, they have different economic conditions and potential. Secondly, transport costs of the members are relatively expensive because of long distance between ports, imbalance in economy activities among members, varying port facilities, disconnected transport network, lacking of stable and efficient transport service for cargos and passengers and lack of data and statistics. Thirdly, basic operating function such like berthing availability, handling productivity and dock capability are required to upgrade. Gantry crane deployed per vessel cannot be increased in direct proportion to ship size due to ship length is not increase with TEU intake. Gantry crane are higher and have longer outreaches. Trolley has to travel further per cycle between the quay and the ship's hold. More transshipment cargo to connect feeder, train and truck. Fourthly, the development of the large scale of the ship, to some extent, restricted the growth of the number of service loops. It reduced service frequency while greater volume peak for big ships. Big ships cascade big berth and dock capacity, high productivity, which also leading to segmentation of terminal that handle mega vessels exclusive and terminal unable to accommodate the larger ships are falling out. Implementation Guarantee. Firstly, port community system (PCS) could be established. PCS could reduce inefficiencies in port business processes and integrate and achieve compliance with national and International Regulations. It is formed by the community, for the community and are, in general, members of APSN. PCS could facilitate the smooth flow of electronic data. Electronic facilitation of goods through improved data exchange will mean fewer delays in cargo movements. Also it can simplify the Administrative processes such as Customs. Secondly, form consensus and understanding between stakeholders about that sharing information can activate port, shipping and logistics business. They could set common objectives and goals for pursuing information sharing services and indentify needs from user sides before building information sharing systems for all partners.
Cooperation Mechanism
Based on the previous analysis, taking full advantages of different funds of port cooperation, concentrating on the port cooperation with the countries among APSN, exploring port international cooperation model, this section would establishing normalized port international cooperative mechanism in the fields of the construction and cooperation of shipping and ports, maritime search and rescue, navigation safety, marine environmental protection, etc.. Mechanism. We divided cooperative mechanism into two types because cooperation would happen between two ports or among three or more ports. One is bilateral cooperation, which carry out multilevel and multi-channel communication and negotiation. Governments or non-government parties can propel the signing of memorandum of cooperation or cooperative planning and set a bilateral port cooperation example. Another is multilateral cooperation, which take advantage of the existing port international cooperative organizations, technology, manpower and mechanisms to 2nd International Conference on Humanities and Social Science Research (ICHSSR 2016) enhance the communication and port-related project cooperation.
Mechanism of International cooperation of maritime transportation and port interconnection.
They include lanes connection between ports, enterprise investment cooperation, port and shipping personnel exchange and training, cooperation in the standards and technical specifications of maritime transportation and ports, port and shipping and logistics information sharing. Information Network Organization could be established as NEAL-NET which formed in 2010 to promote regional land-ocean transport cooperation comprehensively and accelerate the expansion of network service. Mechanism of port search and rescue international cooperation. It includes search and rescue action cooperation, personnel exchange and training cooperation, search and rescue information and data resources sharing cooperation, technical project cooperation, search and rescue capacity building cooperation. Mechanism of marine environmental protection international cooperation. It concludes marine pollution emergency disposal cooperation, marine pollution prevention information and data resources sharing cooperation, marine pollution prevention personnel exchange and training cooperation, marine pollution prevention technical project international cooperation and capability cooperation. Mechanism of marine navigation safety international cooperation. It concludes maritime security and anti-terrorism action cooperation, marine navigation safety information and data resources sharing cooperation, maritime personnel exchange and training cooperation, marine navigation safety technical project international cooperation and capability cooperation, and maritime safety supervision capacity building cooperation. Mechanism of marine salvage international cooperation. It concludes humanitarian and social welfare maritime salvage international cooperation and commercial salvage international cooperation. Suggestions. Firstly, promote comprehensive cooperation among ports. Strengthen the shipping line linkage and strengthen Trade Agreement Innovation. Secondly, advance seamless connection between shipping and port. The interface facilitation between shipping and port and high resource sharing mechanism should be realized. Also, dynamic interface between shipping and port should be built. Thirdly, Build smooth linkage between port and hinterland. This would enhance the harmonious relationship between port cities. To improve the international competitiveness for Ningbo port, a comprehensive transport system should be established. Information sharing along the whole supply chain would be realized. At last, promote sustainable development of ports. Energy saving and emission reduction is required nowadays. Therefore, we should encourage innovation to improve the green development concept and share best practices.
Summary
Ningbo port carries out maritime multi-field and multilevel international cooperation with the countries among APSN. Different countries among APSN can participate in the construction of Maritime Silk Road activity, build friendly partnership, share the achievements of maritime interconnection and make positive contributions to the economic rapid development, social harmony and happiness of people. Port cooperation may include multiple sister port agreements, revenue generation, innovation, cost controls, counter weight to global port operator, global talents, big data, Internet of things, etc.
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